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Four scenarios for revitalization of Renshou village were proposed, namely:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Village acupunctured
Village reloaded
Village overloaded
Village overgrown

This scenario uses a strategy of urban acupuncture, where tiny projects –
needles or “activators” are proposed where they are most needed. Each
needle creates a ripple, healing effect. With this approach, we stimulate
existing layers of structures and flows, physical and metaphysical elements of
space, in order to instigate the process of self-redevelopment. Our students
proposed a marketplace under a large roof structure with an atrium (1),
marked with traditional pillars, that, when empty, acts as a contemplative
pavilion. Secondly, a rammed earth structure picnic oasis (2) is introduced in
the bamboo forest above the village to stimulate people to walk in and enjoy
the woods more often, whereas small bus stop with a vending machine (3) is
placed right in the centre of the village, to welcome the newcomers. A round
roof-arch structure - the 'rotunda' that acts as a common gathering place
and a viewing platform (4) for villagers and newcomers, was placed near
the walkway on the south eastern corner of the village, in order to stimulate
people to explore this rather deserted part of the settlement and enjoy the
views towards the valley. Lastly, a material playground (5) is connecting all
the interventions, where visitor can learn about the local materials, artisanship
and enjoy the framed views over the nature. All these small interventions are
unique to the site and buildable with local workers and knowledge. They can
act as focus points for the visitors whilst at the same time ignite social

confrontation and communication among locals and tourists. With these small
interventions, crucial turning points of the village redevelopment will be instigated, locals will re-engage with the community and on a long term, improve
the local micro – economy.

Renshou, Fujian Province, China 1. 3.–13. 3. 2018
International Student Workshop

Since the Chinese cultural revolution, the rural areas
of China are dealing with an ever-growing problem of
depopulation. Living in vertical blocks, commuting to various ‘desk jobs’ via metro, enjoying the perks of booming
cities, seems to be the new ideal for the young Chinese
who want to detach from the hard work of farming and
tea producing and indulge in a combination of Western
and Eastern culture that the new cities promote. This is
not an isolated case but a spreading global phenomenon.
Today, China is facing enormous challenges to keep rural
areas alive, while combating growing issues in overpopulated urban areas. Even strict policies inhibiting movement of individuals are not producing much in terms of
the desired results. In Europe a reverse trend is already
emerging among the young, where the countryside is
again becoming an exciting place to live, where prices
for accommodation are lower, connections with people
are more personal and life seems to be calmer, healthier
and more ‘connected to the earth’ in terms of sustainable
food production.
International student workshop brought together architectural faculties from three different universities, namely
Tsinghua from Beijing, Austrian TU Wien and University
of Ljubljana from Slovenia with the aim of exchanging
ideas 'in situ'. The workshop took place in March 2018, in
Fujian Province. A picturesque mountain village Renshou
located at the edge of a green bamboo forest, with beautiful views to the nearby valley, was selected as a case
study. There, with an exception of a few old villagers in
dire social circumstances, living in a partially preserved
rural settlement of high quality, everything seemed completely deserted.
What sort of strategies and programs are available to
revitalise rural Chinese settlement? Students from all
three faculties exchanged ideas and proposed projects
of various scales. The final presentation was held at TU
Wien in June 2018. Now their ideas and proposals will be
on view in Ljubljana.

Renshou village in Fujian Province, Southern China, 2018
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1 - COVERED MARKET!

3 - BUS STOP!

5 - 'MATERIAL PLAYGROUND'!

The covered market is situated in the centre of the village and has a
connection with the existing road, which flows through the pavilion and
becomes its integral part. With this project, people from the village are
provided with a place for selling their products on a daily basis despite
the potential bad weather. Through this they can make a starting point
for their own micro-enterprise. The space of the market design is inspired
by a typical Chinese rural courtyard house. Its central element - the inner
courtyard - plays a fundamental component of rural livelihood. It always
works as a ‘plural space’ - a place of productive collaboration, a place
for social interaction or contemplation. For that reason, we used light
steel fractured roof punctured with a large central void to formulate the
covered and open central space of the market. The roof is asymmetrically
supported by wooden columns placed on stone bases serving not merely
functional, but also aesthetic purposes. Each column base of the pavilion
is different – inspired and made out of basic geometrical shapes that carry
a part of Chinese identity. The simplicity of the design makes the market
pavilion a place for multiple uses. On a daily basis, it is a place of a local
market whilst at other times it is offering a new covered public space in
the village – a place for informal activities or a place of contemplation.

The village seems far away, connected to the rest of the world merely with
a narrow winding and hilly road. The road rushes between the houses
with nowhere to stop. Such impression is created by erecting a roof supported by two columns, in the centre of the village. The roof is a wooden
construction inspired by the rich local architectural language, thus embellishing its qualities in the eyes of locals and tourists alike. Covered by the
roof are a bench and a vending machine - the bench creating a place of
waiting and rest, whilst the vending machine represents a subliminal link
to the outside world.

The diverse collection of building materials that we have seen on our
travels in China has become inspirational for a library of materials where
local residents take care of carefully selected 'treasures' stored in one
place.
The material library is not merely a storage but also an experimental playground, where visitors can observe how different local materials influence
their psychological and physical well-being. Large material walls located
in a precisely chosen village location overlooking the valley below enable
the so called 'perspective game'. Here, the visitors’ views on the surrounding landscape are guided by their position between the walls.

2 - FIREPLACE!

4 - ROTUNDA!

The landscape is ancient, its hills endless, the village nestled in-between
them remote. Tall bamboo woods surround the yellow earth and stone
buildings. By following the path leading from the village, we end up in
the green glare of the bamboo, where the wind makes its stalks alive. By
bumping into each other, they produce the most peculiar, beautiful sound.
At the end of the path, there is a small clearing. Through the first few rows
of bamboo, we can make out a structure, emerging from the red earth. It
is a place for those who wish to stay a while longer in the sublime forest.
There is a place to sit, a place to make a fire and, at the top level, a place
to lie down on the stones warmed by the fire below. One can contemplate
or fall asleep by focusing on the sound of the nearby moving bamboo
stalks.

By using and stacking the traditional Chinese carpeting joint into a building block, a structural wall is created that can be multiplied and rotated
around the central axis. This modular wall allows for the space to create
an opaque barrier or a transparent enclosure. A thin fabric roof enables
shade and basic shelter where visitors and locals can meet for events like
tea ceremonies, weddings, auctions, etc. Its modular design allows for
the rotunda to be a complete circle, or just a slice, as the modular walls
can be added or even moved by using the railing in the ground. Since it is
constructed out of wood, it carries a certain Chinese heritage and identity
that connects it to the past, whilst its modularity and mobility connect it
to the future. The latter allows rotunda to be quickly deconstructed and
moved to a different location or stored for a special occasion. The planks
joining technique used in Rotunda continues the Chinese traditional
building techniques of the elders and thus insures that this historic
knowledge will not be forgotten.
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The inner courtyard, as the central identity of a rural Chinese residential
building, represents the centre of the family and wider inter-neighbourhood interactions. The chosen atrium for an intervention is open to the
nearby street. There is no border between the outside and inside world.
A new entrance, drawing its inspiration from a typical round – 'Moon
Gate' entrance to a Chinese garden, is formed and a gallery of rural wall
paintings is proposed as a new programme.

